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What does it mean to have it all? Would it be enough if you were worth $25 billion? What if some of your friends are 

(pictures) Michael Jordan, Deion Sanders, Bo Jackson and a host of other celebrities? Would it be enough if your 

company, the one you founded with a borrowed $50, turned into a multi-billion dollar empire? Yet, through all his 

success, Nike founder, Phil Knight (picture), missed out on two relationships that were so vital to him – with his father, 

Bill and with his son, Matthew.   

  In spite of all of Phil Knight’s success his father, Bill, a newspaper publisher, never backed away from his contention 

that Phil was “just screwing around with his life.” The closest that he ever came to affirming Phil’s success at Nike was 

after watching a news report of a fight between two NBA players during a game. Rudy Tomjanovich was knocked out in 

the brawl and Bill Knight said to his son, Phil, “you shoulda seen the close-up on Rudy’s shoes,” referring to the Nike’s 

Rudy T. was wearing.    

  In his memoir, Shoe Dog, Phil Knight repeatedly addresses the heartache that plagued his life — his distant relationship 

with his oldest son, Matthew. Phil’s company was in its infancy but the impact of Matthew’s birth touched him in a way 

he’d never experienced. Knight wrote: “I cradled him in my arms. He was so alive, but so delicate, so helpless. The 

feeling was wondrous, different from all other feelings. At my company I spent so much time talking about quality 

control, about craftsmanship, about delivery — but this, I realized, this was the real thing. ‘We made this,’ I said to [my 

wife Penny]. We. Made. This.”  

  He vowed to be a better father to his own sons than his father had been to him, yet his business took up much of his 

time. It wasn’t long before there were signs of trouble. As Nike’s growth exploded, Phil spent less time at home. “Often 

I’d walk into my house and Matthew and Travis (his other son) would meet me at the door. ‘Where have you been?’ 

they’d ask. It was around this time, as Nike rolled out its first children’s shoes…that Matthew announced he would never 

wear Nikes so long as he lived. His way of expressing anger about my absences, as well as other frustrations.  

  Penny tried to make him understand that Daddy wasn’t absent by choice. Daddy was trying to build something. Daddy 

was trying to ensure that he and Travis would one day be able to attend college…Matthew never understood, and 

seemed to harbor some innate resentment toward me…Time and again I’d vow to change. Time and again I’d tell 

myself: I will spend more time with the boys. Time and again I’d keep that promise, for a while. Then I’d fall back to my 

former routine.”  

  Matthew grew up wanting nothing to do with his Dad’s business. Ultimately, he got married and had children. He 

appeared to have found his calling when he became involved in a charity building an orphanage in El Salvador. But on 

May 23, 2004, Matthew went with two friends to a deep water lake near San Salvador to go scuba diving. For some 

reason Matthew wanted to see how deep he could go. He decided to take a risk that even his risk-addicted father would 

never take, and something went wrong. At 150 feet he lost consciousness and died of a heart attack. He was 34.  

  Phil was at the movies with his wife when they were interrupted by their younger son, Travis. Travis called them 

outside and gave them the news. “Penny fell to the floor. Travis helped her up. He put his arm around his mother and I 

staggered away, to the end of the hallway, tears streaming. I recall seven strange unbidden words running through my 

head, over and over, like a fragment of some poem: So this is the way it ends.” 

  You can seemingly have it all, but if you don’t have relationships, what do you have? What do you have if relationships 

are broken with your spouse, parents, children, or siblings? What do you have if they’re broken with your friends, or 

fellow believers, brothers and sisters in Christ?  

  One of my own unhealable heartaches is that I could never find a way to build a relationship with my own father. It 

weighs on me that my sibling relationships are fractured and fragmented. And unless the Lord intervenes, they always 

will be. Many of you sitting here today are in similar situations whether with a sibling or a child or someone else.  

  As we continue our series, Hardwired for Eternity, we want to focus on how eternity must impact our relationships, 

what we’re calling Forever Yours, Mine and Ours. Turn in your Bibles to 1 John 4:18-21 (p. 1023).  

  Too many of us aren’t cognizant of where we’re living. As a result, we carry around with us a set of expectations which 

will only ever lead to disappointment. The problem is not those around us, it’s because of our unrealistic expectations we 

bring in to those relationships. We bring these expectations in to our relationships with our parents, spouse, children, 

siblings, friends, fellow believers. We blow it because we bring forever expectations to here-and-now, temporary 

relationships. It always ends in disappointment. We want to unpack this today, so if you’re taking notes… 

 

1. Living for forever frees us from a destination mentality. Most of us carry around with us a set of expectations that 

only end in disappointment. It’s not because of our relationships, it’s because of our unrealistic expectations that we 



bring into them. We will always be frustrated if we bring a destination mentality into our relationships. None of our 

relationships this side of eternity are intended by God to be an end in and of themselves, but as a means to an end.  

  Unless we want endless disappointment, we must replace our broken-world, destination mentality with a preparation 

mentality in all of our relationships. When we load relationships with hopes and dreams for the here and now, we’ll be 

disappointed. We’re asking people to be and do what they’re fundamentally incapable of. We believe a myth: 

Relationships are containers for our happiness. Instead God uses our relationships as one of the tools in His workroom 

to make us more like Jesus (Phil. 1:6).  

  We won’t take time to look at it today, but Jeremiah 18 is one of many passages that remind us that God uses our 

circumstances, particularly our relationships to mold us. Relationships are God’s potter’s wheel to do what He alone can 

do. God uses His Word, people, and circumstances to re-shape us. All three are indispensable for godly character 

development.  

  Many people wrongly assume that all that’s needed for spiritual growth are Bible study and prayer. Yet, many life 

issues will never be changed by Bible study or prayer alone. God uses people and usually prefers to work through them, 

so that we’ll depend on each other for fellowship. We were designed for community. God wants us to grow together. 

  In many religions, the ones considered to be the most spiritually mature and holy are those who isolate themselves from 

others in mountaintop monasteries, uninfected by contact with others. It’s a false premise. Spiritual growth is not a 

solitary, individual pursuit! We can’t grow to Christlikeness in isolation. That’s why we have SML classes and small 

groups. Small groups of community are essential for spiritual growth. We must be around others and interact with them. 

God uses friction to produce fruit. It should change our outlook on even difficult relationships. Even the most difficult 

relationships are used by God for His glory and our good.  

  But when we forget eternity, we look for people to give us what only God can give. That always ends in 

disappointment. Because we don’t see that it’s our problem, we convince ourselves that others need to change, not us.  

  On this side of forever, God has chosen for us to live as broken people with broken people. He uses the messiness of 

relationships to transform us.  

  Unfortunately, if you asked the average Christian, the connection between eternity and healthy relationships, they 

wouldn’t have a clue as to what you’re talking about. Our relationship difficulties are eternity difficulties. We’re not 

seeing the big picture. We must take eternity back again. We must have a preparation mentality.    

 

2. Living for forever reminds us where we are living. James 4:17 says, “So whoever knows the right thing to do and 

fails to do it, for him it is sin.” Anyone here not blown that verse. In spite of knowing that we’re sinners by nature and 

nurture, we enter into relationships with unrealistic expectations. We’ve forgotten where we’re living.  

  A preparation mentality, living for forever, tells us that all relationships exist in a broken world with broken people in 

need of redemption. We’ll never enjoy perfectly happy, problem-free relationships this side of eternity. We’re flawed 

people in a fallen world with flawed relationships but with a faithful God. Though we all know this, we still get mad or 

discouraged, and act like it’s not true. We unrealistically believe we’ll be able to experience in the here and now things 

that we’ll only experience in eternity. That doesn’t mean we should settle or not work for the best. We should hope and 

work for change and growth in our relationships.  

  All relationships go through times of difficulty and stress. A good relationship then is one that’s humble and needy. 

Both parties admit that they’re broken and imperfect. They’re working at growing. They’re approachable, willing to 

listen to the concerns of others, willing to be humble and admit and face their own failures and shortcomings. A good 

relationship is good because each person is gracious, patient and understanding. He/she seeks to encourage others to 

grow while resisting laying unrealistic burdens on the other person.  

  Not too long ago when I was talking to Aaron, he apologized for how arrogant he’d been when he was living at home 

right after he’d graduated from college. I told him to not worry about it. It hadn’t bothered me. It hadn’t even been a blip 

on my screen. Why? Most people in their early twenties tend to be arrogant and have all the answers. It’s a normal part of 

transitioning to adulthood. There’s something about life, getting married, having kids – that brings us into reality.  

  One of the beautiful messages of the Gospel is hope; that radical personal and life change does happen. Personally, I 

don’t know how people change without the Cross. Every Christian is in the process of being re-formed. If you’re not, 

then there’s something wrong with your Christianity. On the other side of forever, we’ll be radically different people 

than we once were.  

  This is very important. There’s a difference between a bad relationship and a relationship that has problems. It’s the 

difference between functional and dysfunctional. A bad relationship is characterized by being unrealistic and unwilling. 

Being unrealistic means we’re consistently asking of them what they’re unable to deliver. Being unwilling means that we 

frequently ask others to make changes we ourselves are unwilling to make. If the only thing that will truly make 

someone happy is to have a perfect spouse, child or friend who will never blow it, then that person will never be happy.  



  Let me share a typical example. A man’s wife asks him to pick up a gallon of milk on his way home from work. But he 

gets busy and forgets. When he gets home, she asks him, “Where’s the milk?” He gets sheepish and confesses that he 

forgot. And she blows a gasket. “I can never count on you. I don’t ask much but you never come through. If you really 

loved me, you’d remember the things that I ask you to do.”  

  Should he have remembered? Yes. Should he have followed through? Yes. But she personalized what really wasn’t 

personal. Her husband didn’t drive home plotting to drive her nuts. He simply forgot.  

  This story reminds us that we live in an imperfect world with imperfect people, including ourselves. It reinforces that 

we need loads of patience and grace to give and to receive. It teaches us to hunger for eternity, where we all will be 

delivered from the brokenness that contaminates every moment on this side. It teaches us to rest, not in others, but in the 

faithfulness of God. Our responses to one another aren’t based then on our ability to trust each other, but in the security 

we have because of our trust in Jesus Christ. Not only has Jesus promised to take us out of this mess, but He’s also with 

us while we go through the mess of this world.  

 

3. Living for forever reminds us that our hope is in a Person, not people. For example, listen to these famous people. 

Serena Williams (picture): “You have to love you, and if you don't love you no one else will. If you do love you, people 

will see that and they'll love you too.” Diddy (picture): “Positive attracts positive, negative attracts negative.” Emma 

Watson (picture): “I’m going to do what I want to do. I’m going to be who I really am. I’m going to figure out what that 

is.” Catherine Zeta-Jones (picture), “For marriage to be a success, every woman and every man should have their own 

bathroom. The end.” And of course, Kim Kardashian (picture): “I think you have different soulmates throughout your 

life, that your soul needs different things at different times.” People are really confused and confusing. It’s why our hope 

must not be in people.  

  We’re taught that happiness in relationships is finding the right person and that our hope, security, and love is in the 

hands of the other person. That’s dangerous and always ends in failure.  

  When we listen to the voices from the other side as recorded in Scripture, they tell us where to find reliable hope. 

Revelation 4:11, “Worthy are You, our Lord and God, to receive glory and honor and power, for You created all things, 

and by Your will they existed and were created.” Revelation 15:3-4, And they sing the song of Moses, the servant of God, 

and the song of the Lamb, saying, ‘Great and amazing are your deeds, O Lord God the Almighty! Just and true are your 

ways, O King of the nations! Who will not fear, O Lord, and glorify Your name? For You alone are holy. All nations will 

come and worship You, for Your righteous acts have been revealed’.” That’s real hope. Songs from eternity could be 

summarized with, “Lord, we put our hope in You. You did everything You promised to do.”  

  A formula for frustration and failure is this common comment, “All I ever wanted was someone to make me happy.” 

Countless spouses and singles are looking for that – it’s not out there. No human being is capable of giving or protecting 

someone else’s happiness. Why? Because every person is broken and in need of the transformation of grace. When we 

look to people for meaning, wholeness…even happiness, we’re asking them to give something that they don’t have to 

give. Forever reminds us that that real meaning and fulfillment isn’t found horizontally; it’s only found vertically. We 

can trust God to fulfill all of His promise and rest in all of His provisions because He won’t quit until eternity is our 

Home.  

  The only hope this side of eternity of building relationships of mutual trust is by constantly reminding ourselves that 

every relationship is the coming together of two very less than perfect people who together long for eternity where the 

difficulties of imperfection will be no more.   

 

4. Living for forever calls us to grace in our relationships. Stephen Covey (picture), in his book, The Seven Habits of 

Highly Effective People, tells of an experience he had on a New York subway: “People were sitting quietly—some 

reading newspapers, some lost in thought, some resting with their eyes closed. It was a calm, peaceful scene. Then 

suddenly, a man and his children entered the subway car. The children were yelling back and forth, throwing things, 

even grabbing people’s papers. It was very disturbing. And yet, the man sitting next to me did nothing. It was difficult not 

to feel irritated. I could not believe that he could be so insensitive as to let his children run wild like that and do nothing 

about it, taking no responsibility at all. It was easy to see that everyone else on the subway felt irritated, too. So finally, 

with what I felt was unusual patience and restraint, I turned to him and said, ‘Sir, your children are really disturbing a 

lot of people. I wonder if you couldn’t control them a little bit more?’ The man lifted his gaze as if to come to a 

consciousness of the situation for the first time and said softly, ‘Oh, you’re right. I guess I should do something about it. 

We just came from the hospital where their mother died about an hour ago. I don’t know what to think, and I guess they 

don’t know how to handle it either’.”  

  Grace changes how we see others. Psalms 18:30 reminds us that God’s “way is perfect.” That simply means that where 

you live, who you live with – are not accidents, interruptions or obstacles. God places us in the relationships that He 



places us. He intends the brokenness here to do something good and prepare us for there, eternity. God is using the 

difficulties of this fallen world to drive you to Himself, to grow and transform you. His primary goal in our relationships 

is not our happiness. It’s something much more vital, our personal transformation.  

  Here are two things you need to know about transformation. First, everyone needs it and second, it’s a process, not an 

event.  

  Eternity calls us to grace and patience in our relationships. First, we need grace. As we accept God’s grace to us, then 

we’ll offer that same patient grace to others. You don’t just need God’s grace once to get your ticket for heaven punched, 

you need it every moment…and so we continually receive it. We are then to continually give it.   

  It reminds us to not settle for less. The problem in our relationships is that we often end up settling for less than our 

potential as God’s children. We learn to accept things that aren’t working and how to live with things that need to 

change. We learn to close our eyes to problems rather than seeking to resolve them. We convince ourselves that the way 

we relate to others is okay but it’s not. If you’re not working to change what’s wrong in your relationships, you’re 

somehow learning to live with dysfunction. 

  Eternity makes it clear that God is not satisfied with the condition we and the world are in. He uses His power to make 

us uncomfortable so we don’t settle and until everything broken by the Fall is restored. God brings us to an eternity-

initiated dissatisfaction so we’ll run to Him and depend on His grace. Your relationship can change. You and the other 

person can grow. If only you grow and change, it’s still wonderfully changed.  

  It reminds us that it’s not “all about me.” When we insert ourselves into the center of our worlds and relationships so 

that everything is about us, there will be constant conflict, misery, hurt and disappointment. Eternity though humbles us 

with the inescapable reality that we’ve been born into a universe that, by its very nature, is the celebration of Another.  

  British actor Michael Wilding (picture) was once asked if actors had any traits which set them apart from other human 

beings. “Without a doubt,” he replied. “You can pick out actors by the glazed look that comes into their eyes when the 

conversation wanders away from themselves.” But it’s not just actors…it’s you and me. There’s not a more destructive 

force in a relationship than self-focus and self-glory. Too many relationships are in a constant cycle of selfish demands 

and bitter punishments.  

  Forever rescues us from ourselves. It reminds us that the one place we must never be is in the center of our world. It’s 

the place for God and God alone. When God is in His rightful place in our world, we can be in the right place in each 

other’s hearts and forge unified, loving relationships that are the result of loving and serving the same King. If you’re 

God’s child, you’ll love, worship and serve this King forever and ever.   

 

5. Living for forever accurately defines what love looks like. When it comes to love, we’re living in the midst of 

cultural insanity. The vast majority of the definitions of love that are put before us fall short of what love is and what 

love does. If we’re not getting our definition of love from God and a forever worldview, we’ll be frustrated and 

confused.  

  Paul Tripp defines love as “willing self-sacrifice for the good of another that does not require reciprocation or that 

the person being loved is deserving” God’s perspective and qualities of love are found in the passage we read earlier, 1 

Corinthians 13. Let’s highlight some of them.  

  Forever reminds us that love doesn’t quit before the job is done. Love doesn’t get mad or discouraged or contemplate 

bolting when relationships get difficult. Do you want to see love? Read the Bible. You can’t help but be deeply 

impressed with God’s patience and perseverance. Look at God’s love for the nation of Israel. Read the book of Hosea, 

where God’s love is pictured as love for a wife who prostitutes herself. But God doesn’t give up. He won’t quit until 

everything broken is restored. Relationships need love that won’t quit, that are patient and persevering. That kind of love 

produces hope and help in a relationship that feelings or shared interests could never produce. Sadly, when it comes to 

love, too many relationships are inhabited by quitters. We promise perseverance in difficulty, but we bail when the heat 

is on. Eternity reminds us that God simply refuses to quit. That kind of love is vital to any healthy relationship.   

  Forever reminds us that love is always willing to forgive. There would be no hope of eternity for anyone if God was 

not willing to forgive again and again and again. That’s mercy. Not only does He forgive, He blesses us with 

innumerable blessings which we don’t deserve. That’s grace. Forgiveness is one of the principle qualities of true love.  

  True love doesn’t just love in those times when we’re deserving. It continues to love when someone is undeserving, 

when there’s no human desire or even ability to reciprocate. Love is of God. A “you earn it and you’ll get it” economy of 

love kills relationships.  

  We are only Christians because of God’s great forgiveness, yet we who have been forgiven so much often refuse to 

forgive. Too often we’re sabotaging our relationships and don’t even know it. What your marriage may need; what your 

relationship with your children or parents may need; what your relationship with your friends or other believers may 



need is a new, healthy dose of forever. Eternity exposes us to the reality that what we’ve often labeled love wasn’t really 

love after all. 

 

Conclusion: Do you want to see love? Look to the Cross. Christ was willing to go to the cross and carry our sin 

precisely because of His love for us. There was nothing that we could ever do to earn, achieve, or deserve the love of 

God. If you’re interested only in loving people who are deserving, the reality is that you’re not motivated by love for 

them but by love for yourself. Love does its best work when the other person is undeserving. It’s in these moments that 

love is most needed. It’s in these moments that love is selfless and sacrificial. It’s protective and preventative. It stays the 

course while refusing to quit or to get down and get dirty, and give way to things that are anything but love.  

  And we all know this. Forever love means that like God, we’re other-oriented rather than self-oriented. Forever love is 

selfless and sacrificial. Even our lost world is horrified with selfishness, but is drawn to sacrifice.  

  Do you remember the account of the Italian cruise ship, Costa Concordia (picture) that capsized and sank after striking 

an underwater rock near Tuscany on January 13, 2012? 32 people died. What made that story so horrifying? What made 

it so horrifying were the actions of the Captain.  

  300 passengers and crew members were still on the sinking ship as the  Captain abandoned his ship and made his 

escape. And how did our world respond? They were horrified at his selfishness! 

  Contrast that Captain though with another Captain. Not of a cruise ship but of an airplane. On January 15, 2009, 

Chesley Sullenberger (picture), better known as “Sully” was the captain of a US Airways Flight taking off from 

LaGuardia. Shortly after takeoff, the plane struck a large flock of Canadian geese and lost power in both 

engines. Quickly determining that he’d be unable to reach any airport, Sullenberger piloted the plane to a water landing 

on the Hudson River and not a life was lost.  

  Because the plane’s tail was in the water, people rushed to the front and jumped out the middle and front doors to 

escape – except for one person, Captain Chesley Sullenberger. As people are rushing to the front of the plane, Sully is 

walking toward the back – Why? To make sure that every passenger had safely escaped the plane. And he walked the 

aisle, not just once but twice to make sure that no one was left on the plane. Sully was the last person to get off the plane.  

  That’s heroism. That’s sacrifice. Dare I say, that’s love? We are all moved with great sacrifice. And that’s what God 

has done for us because He wants to rescue us for all eternity. He sacrificed His only Son, Jesus, for us. It’s the same 

kind of selfless, sacrificial love that He’s called us to. It’s focused on the big picture, the eternal one.  

  Do you want healthy relationships? Get the big picture in your Forever Yours, Mine and Ours. Start looking at your 

relationships from forever. Start today!  

 

   

 

 

 

 


